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Morning Arrival

Dates to Remember
October 1-5—Fall Break
October 10—40th day
October 10-Coffee with the
Principal
October 10-School Dance K-3rd
12-1 & 4th-6th 1-2
October 11-Board Meeting
@GAC
October 17-Career Day
October 31-Fall Festival

October Birthdays!
Calix 10/13
Guillermo 10/19
Antonio10/21
Ayden 10/22

School starts at 7:45
Late arrivals need to SIGN in at the office before
attending class.

Dismissal
Dismissal time is at 2:30. When transportation
plans change send a note with your child.
In the event of an emergency, we will use the
mode of transportation on file. All transportation
changes must be made with the office by 2:00 pm.

Remember that If your child has access to the internet then they
have access to several amazing educational tools. After 40 hours
of Moby Max time your child should increase one grade level.
This is perfect for those who have educational gaps as well as
those who want to get ahead.
In First in Math your child should have reached 50% of their 3 rd
grade goals by October 12. First in Math is also excellent for
fluency in all operations.
I have also assigned lessons in Khan Academy which
supports what your child has learned in school. Your
child has all of his/her passwords in the front of
their student planner
.

PE will be every Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday. Please have your child
dressed appropriately and ready for action!

Mrs. Rhodes
Email address:
arhodes@gisd.k12.nm.us
North Valley Elementary
300 Cascade Hwy 28 San
Miguel NM Phone
Number: (575)233-1092
Homework folders and
yellow parent
communication folders
are sent home daily.
Please keep information
that does not require a
signature.

Canines in the Clouds’
dogs are from shelters.
Please consider giving an
unwanted pet a forever
home.

What We’re Learning this Month
Reading: We have been reading expository texts and demonstrating
understanding of the text by referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the
answers. Your child will continue to learn to grasp main ideas from the text and
learn the 5 text structures needed to help the reader understand what the
authors purpose when writing text.
Writing: We have been practicing writing Narrative paragraphs. We will finalize
our lesson with a Narrative essay. If possible please send a flash drive for your
child if she/he does not already have one. Also this month we will be learning
to write expository writing that allows the reader to become informed about a
topic.
Math: Last month students were introduced to estimating sums and
differences. We also learned our 3’s multiplication tables.
This month your child will learn about the properties of multiplication,
distributive property and multiplication and division stories.
Finally, 3rd grade is where your child becomes fluent in their
multiplication tables. Help your child practice his/her
4’s, 5’s and 6’s multiplication tables this month.

A fun time was had by all who attended our field
trip. Students listened to an EBID presentation
and learned how vital irrigation is to our valley.
We were also very fortunate to attend a
entomology exhibition and viewed many species
of our local arthropods. Fun Fact: The Tarantula
Hawk Wasp is New Mexico’s state insect.
Students also heard about wool from shearing,
carding, spinning, dyeing and…taa daa…the final
product.
We were also entertain by “Canines in the
Clouds, ” before we set off to sample funnel
cakes and gum (pssst…it’s not real gum, don’t
take any if your child offers you some). 

